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Jeff Van Driel

Jeff Van Driel, CeO Of mVibe

Simon Horrocks
 Partner

404-460-8562 x 401
(404) 671-9195
simon.horrocks@affixmusic.com

Africori Music Group
design district
Corner keyes & tyrwhitt Ave
rosebank Johannesburg,   2196  south 
Africa
+44 (207) 193-5818
+44 (777) 043-4930
licensing@africori.com
http://africori.com

f t l y Africori is an online music licensing 
platform, a new kind of agent for independent mu-
sicians, composers and music producers, digitally 
connecting them with buyers in the mainstream 
media. it enables independent content owners to 
reach hundreds of outlets around the world with 
a comprehensive and unique technology platform 
that provides distribution and marketing services 
with efficiency, transparency and control.

Africori has extensive and varied knowledge of 
the music industry in its many incarnations, both 
with the independents and the majors, along 
with experience in brand building, marketing, 
advertising, film and the digital and mobile worlds. 
the company is based in Africa and has worked 
across the continent. they love African music but 
also know how difficult it can be to access the 
songs you are after. in making this music accessible 
internationally, they can empower artists and 
producers across the continent.

they have an ever-expanding catalogue of pre-
cleared tracks along with a network of partners 
around the world. should they not have the track 
you are after, they can get it for you! working 
with Africori is easy, transparent and hassle free, 
and their technology is robust. they license music 
‘made in Africa’ to the world.

Yoel Kenan
 CeO

+44 (207) 193-5818
+44 (777) 043-4930
yoel@keevision.com

Ah2
28322 Constellation rd
Valencia, CA  91355-5078  
(661) 294-9880 (661) 294-9618
http://ah2music.com

f t l since founding the los Angeles based 
musical powerhouse Ah2, Jeff lippencott and 
mark t. williams have grown to be one of the 
most sought after composing teams in the world 
garnering numerous industry awards including two 
primetime emmy nominations. Ah2 has been com-
missioned by such notable producers and directors 
as:  mark burnett, steven spielberg, Jd roth, todd 
nelson, Jeffrey katzenberg, donald trump, ben 
silverman, gordon ramsey and lisa kudrow to 
name a few.  they have composed music for such 
hit television series as:  the Apprentice (nbc), the 
biggest loser (nbc), masterchef (fox), who do 
you think you Are (nbc), shark tank (Abc), who 
wants to be A millionaire, extreme makeover: 
weightloss edition (Abc) and many more.

from unforgettable themes to action packed un-
derscore, their music has touched lives and crossed 
cultural boundaries reaching the ears of millions of 
people each day throughout the world. 

Pushing the boundaries 
of sync through cover 
licensing
by David Abramovic

In a world of seemingly ever growing demand 
for media content, companies are coming up 
with new ways to make life easier for people 
along the supply chain of media production. 
Areas such as distribution, editing, and com-
munication have seen new tools be created that 
have radically simplified formerly inefficient 
processes.

Yet, in the area of licensing music for sync, 
little has changed so far. Perhaps understand-
ably so, considering the barrier to simplicity and 
automation is strongly maintained by the unique 
nature of every individual song’s publishing and 
master rights negotiations. But where others see 
complicated obstacles as no-go-zones, some 
companies see even greater opportunity for 
change, and mVibe is one of those companies.

With a catalog of over 500,000 songs, mVibe’s 
website brings users a sync music platform for 

cover songs that offers both sophistication, and 
intuitive design. When searching for the perfect 
cover version, mVibe allows users to sort with 
categories such as “original artist”, “moods”, 
“genres”, “performed by”, and “made famous by”, 
to make navigating through their vast catalog 
hassle-free. In addition to their catalogue, mVibe 
also does custom recordings of songs, if by any 

chance the perfect cover version isn’t on their 
platform.

Music supervisors and other creatives looking 
for quality cover songs have arguably never had 
an easier experience, and since mVibe is built 
bottom-up with them in mind, this shouldn’t 

come as a surprise. As music supervisors know, 
the work isn’t finished by the time you find the 
right song, and luckily for them, mVibe handles 
the next steps by facilitating deals on both the 
master and publishing sides of things. Thereby 
mVibe takes on a range of responsibilities that 
a mere software company, or a synchronization 
company wouldn’t be able to take on.

“We’re a very hands on organization.” says Jeff 
Van Driel, CEO of mVibe. Van Driel joined the 
company after an impressive run as CEO & Pres-
ident at leading North American classical music 
label Naxos of America. At Naxos, he oversaw 
six subsidiaries that all managed growth, and 
when joining mVibe, he saw an even greater 
chance to build something valuable. For this 
branch of the music industry however, he 
quickly realized the necessity of not only tech-
nological competence, but human competence 
as well. “We’re not a micro sync site and we’re 
not a production music library, we’re really a 
combination of music technology and expertise 
to find the right song and make sure that all the 
documentation is done right and that the rights 
are properly cleared.” he says.

The goal subsequently, is not to gather every 
cover they can find. If a cover version doesn’t 
add something to the catalogue that was miss-
ing, it’s not of interest. With their focus being 
on high-quality production content, high-qual-
ity covers are key. In this way mVibe not only 
works towards breaking the misconception that 
licensing covers have to come at the cost of 

“We’re not a micro sync 
site and we’re not a 
production music 
library, we’re really a 
combination of music 
technology and 
expertise to find the 
right song and make 
sure that all the 
documentation is done 
right and that the rights 
are properly cleared.”

“We’re a very hands on 
organization.”
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So far, they’ve synced music for HBO, Family Guy, 
Corona, Walmart, Jeep, and McDonalds. Film & TV 
Music Guide spoke with President Máximo Aguirre on 
tips for selecting the right Latin music to tell a story.

The first six months for Alvani Tunes have gone well.
Yes, but we had spent two years recording music 
before we launched and we are adding music every 
2-4 weeks. Our main strength is who is behind the 
library — the expertise of our team. Second is a 
commitment to excellent, authentic music produced 
at the country of origin. Third is having the right 
music to help tell stories. 

Latin music comes from dozens of countries, with 
regions or cities having very distinct styles and in-
strumentation. How does one know what to use?

We recently found music for a show about a racist 
American baseball player who gets sold to play on 
a team in Mexico — that’s a pretty funny situation! 
There are two main areas for baseball in Mexico, the 
Pacific and northern Mexico, and the music for each 
region is very distinct. When we asked which area 
the music should be from the first response was that 

Music Libraries

2nd Mountain Music
los Angeles, CA    
http://ww.2ndmountainmusic.com

2nd mountain music, a new initiative designed 
to deliver fresh opportunity to women com-
posers. An all-female music-for-media library, 
2nd mountain is entering the film and tv space 
with the express intention of reshaping the 
status quo.

2nd mountain was borne from a brainstorm-
ing power lunch between cassie lord, president 
of the highly respected music licensing/
publishing one-stop syncstories, and music 
licensing and clearance expert karen falzone of 
mostly music. Joined by syncstories ceo eric 
vazquez, the creation of 2nd mountain is a true 
group effort.

Cassie Lord
 Partner

(310) 452-2058
cassie@syncstories.com

Karen Falzone
 Partner

(818) 620-7787
karen@2ndmountainmusic.com

300 Monks LLC
114 garfield place #3r
Brooklyn, nY  11215-2044  
(347) 788-1175
http://300monks.com

since 2004, 300 monks has provided high 
quality soundtracks that sell your story. our 
ciients include leading filmmakers, ad agencies. 
marketers, animators and web designers all over 
the world.

Andrew Ingkavet
 executive Producer

(347) 788-1175

4 Elements Music
324 w. 43rd st #3A
new York, nY  10036-6420  
(212) 765-6230 (212) 765-5885
info@4elementsmusic.com
http://4elementsmusic.com

f t n 4 elements music is a hands-on 
independent music library nestled deep in mid-
town manhattan. we are a friendly crew of sonic 
nerds, working together to provide our clients 
from major networks to first-time filmmakers 
with excellent music.

we produce new music every week with our 
selective collective of award-winning compos-
ers and touring artists music that genuinely 
excites us and moves us forward in the endless 
quest to perfect our catalog. we are a different 
kind of music library enthusiastic about our work 
and dedicated to our clients, their projects, and 
the delicate art of merging sound and image. 
with our thoughtfully tagged exclusive library, 
personalized playlists and comprehensive 
custom writing services, we are ready to help 
you find inspired music for your project.

in August 2014, go rogue records, a wing 
to house independent music was launched. 
striving to merge an ear for current pop edge 
with an affinity for picture, go rogue records 
provides an open outlet for our composers’ 
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Launched in February,  
the Alvani Tunes Latin Music 

Library extends the well-
known Máximo Aguirre 
Music Publishing music 

catalog into a simple,  
one-stop solution for Latin 

music clearance.
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TANGO
MIlONGA
CUMBIA VIllERA
CHACARERA

SPAIN
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COPlA
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Popular music 
genres in Latin 
America & Spain

— Map includes the 
most popular genres.

— Central America 
includes: Guatemala, 
Honduras, El Salvador, 
Nicaragua, Costa Rica,  
and Panama.
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So far, they’ve synced music for HBO, Family Guy, 
Corona, Walmart, Jeep, and McDonalds. Film & TV 
Music Guide spoke with President Máximo Aguirre on 
tips for selecting the right Latin music to tell a story.

The first six months for Alvani Tunes have gone well.
Yes, but we had spent two years recording music 
before we launched and we are adding music every 
2-4 weeks. Our main strength is who is behind the 
library — the expertise of our team. Second is a 
commitment to excellent, authentic music produced 
at the country of origin. Third is having the right 
music to help tell stories. 

Latin music comes from dozens of countries, with 
regions or cities having very distinct styles and in-
strumentation. How does one know what to use?

We recently found music for a show about a racist 
American baseball player who gets sold to play on 
a team in Mexico — that’s a pretty funny situation! 
There are two main areas for baseball in Mexico, the 
Pacific and northern Mexico, and the music for each 
region is very distinct. When we asked which area 
the music should be from the first response was that 

Music Libraries

2nd Mountain Music
los Angeles, CA    
http://ww.2ndmountainmusic.com

2nd mountain music, a new initiative designed 
to deliver fresh opportunity to women com-
posers. An all-female music-for-media library, 
2nd mountain is entering the film and tv space 
with the express intention of reshaping the 
status quo.

2nd mountain was borne from a brainstorm-
ing power lunch between cassie lord, president 
of the highly respected music licensing/
publishing one-stop syncstories, and music 
licensing and clearance expert karen falzone of 
mostly music. Joined by syncstories ceo eric 
vazquez, the creation of 2nd mountain is a true 
group effort.

Cassie Lord
 Partner

(310) 452-2058
cassie@syncstories.com

Karen Falzone
 Partner

(818) 620-7787
karen@2ndmountainmusic.com

300 Monks LLC
114 garfield place #3r
Brooklyn, nY  11215-2044  
(347) 788-1175
http://300monks.com

since 2004, 300 monks has provided high 
quality soundtracks that sell your story. our 
ciients include leading filmmakers, ad agencies. 
marketers, animators and web designers all over 
the world.

Andrew Ingkavet
 executive Producer

(347) 788-1175

4 Elements Music
324 w. 43rd st #3A
new York, nY  10036-6420  
(212) 765-6230 (212) 765-5885
info@4elementsmusic.com
http://4elementsmusic.com

f t n 4 elements music is a hands-on 
independent music library nestled deep in mid-
town manhattan. we are a friendly crew of sonic 
nerds, working together to provide our clients 
from major networks to first-time filmmakers 
with excellent music.

we produce new music every week with our 
selective collective of award-winning compos-
ers and touring artists music that genuinely 
excites us and moves us forward in the endless 
quest to perfect our catalog. we are a different 
kind of music library enthusiastic about our work 
and dedicated to our clients, their projects, and 
the delicate art of merging sound and image. 
with our thoughtfully tagged exclusive library, 
personalized playlists and comprehensive 
custom writing services, we are ready to help 
you find inspired music for your project.

in August 2014, go rogue records, a wing 
to house independent music was launched. 
striving to merge an ear for current pop edge 
with an affinity for picture, go rogue records 
provides an open outlet for our composers’ 
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Jeff Lippencott
 Partner / COmPOser

(661) 294-9880 (661) 294-9618
jeff@ah2music.com

Mark T. Williams
 Partner / COmPOser

(661) 294-9880 (661) 294-9618
mark@ah2music.com

Scott James
 Business DevelOPment COnsultant

(661) 294-9880 (661) 294-9618
scott@ah2music.com

AirCraft
162 Columbus Ave
Boston, mA  02116-5260  
(800) 343-2514 (617) 303-7666
info@aircraftmusiclibrary.com
http://aircraftmusiclibrary.com

Tim Reppert
 Gm

(617) 303-7600 (617) 303-7666
tim.reppert@aircraftmusiclibrary.com

AKM Music
2 Albion st
kenilworth, warwickshire  CV8 9zp  england
+44 (192) 686-4068
+44 (192) 686-4068
http://akmmusic.co.uk

f t l y i n 

Antony McTiffen
 mD

+44 (192) 686-4068
+44 (192) 686-4068
akm@akmmusic.co.uk

Alan Lomax Collection
425 e. 25th st #1000
new York, nY  10010-2547  
(212) 268-4623
staff@culturalequity.org
http://culturalequity.org

f the Association for cultural equity (Ace) was 
founded by Alan lomax to explore and preserve 
the world’s expressive traditions with humanistic 
commitment and scientific engagement. Ace was 
registered as a charitable organization in the state 
of new york in 1983, and is housed at new york 
city’s hunter college.

inspired by the example set by Alan lomax, our 
mission is to stimulate cultural equity through 
preservation, research, and dissemination of the 
world’s traditional music, and to reconnect people 
and communities with their creative heritage.

Don Fleming
 DireCtOr liCensinG

(212) 268-4623
don@culturalequity.org

Alibi Music LP
los Angeles, CA    
(855) 692-5424
alibi@alibimusiclibrary.com
http://alibimusiclibrary.com

l Alibi’s robust, versatile, and expertly 
curated catalog features music and fx produced, 
structured, and crafted for storytelling and is 
available to license for advertising, trailers, promos, 

lower quality recordings, they also make users 
conscious of what benefits the covers actually 
have over the original.

One of them being the ability to use tracks 
with high song recognition and mold it to fit 
your specific content. Where an original has 
one mood, mVibe can provide you with the 
same composition, only with seemingly endless 
musical directions. “A good cover song can be a 
different style, a reinterpretation, and therefore 
potentially fit the picture much better” says Van 
Driel.

Working with Naxos, Van Driel helped expand 
their digital music library from 200,000 songs to 
over 2,000,000 songs, which proved to be very 
useful when joining mVibe, whose catalog he 
predicts will reach 1,000,000 songs by early next 
year. The challenges associated with aggregat-
ing large amounts of content are well known to 
him, and accordingly, he is very keen to collect 
data the right way, especially seeing that cover 
songs, in comparison to originals, are in need of 
further information. “There are certain ways mu-
sic is listed which is typically around artist and 

song title.” he says. “So in the case of covers, it’s 
about getting additional data and making sure it 
gets standardized and accurate.”

With the help of their organized database, 
they can also guarantee the ever important 
need of trust. Someone who licenses a cover 
song through mVibe can be sure not to run into 
trouble with legal issues, something Van Driel 
not only attributes to their thoroughness, but 
to his previous experiences of looking at other 
platforms from the Naxos days. “There were 
numerous platforms that were selling licenses 
that were not legitimate,“ he says. “When you’re 
putting out a major motion picture, you want to 
make sure you’re not going to get sued”.

Another one of mVibe’s means of bringing 
value for customers is in the way which they 

allow record labels’ full catalogue to be utilized. 
“There’s a lot of record labels that have their 
own sync people, but they’re usually pitching 
the cool music from the latest artists they’re 
working with.“ says Van Driel. “What happens 
then is that a record label that has a large cat-
alogue has a significant part of it that’s being 
overlooked. We really provide opportunities for 
record labels to make a lot more money of their 
back catalogue when it comes to covers.”

In the future, Van Driel envisions mVibe to have 
helped solve several inefficiencies of the sync 
business through technology. One being the 
ability for music supervisors to much easier find 
the right song for their project, through a high 
quality marketplace equipped with a cutting 
edge search engine. This marketplace, with the 
help of technology, he hopes will also be able 
to bridge the different agents involved in the 
synchronization chain, and overall make the 
licensing process much less complicated. “mVibe 
can help pave that way by specifically targeting 
covers first,” Van Driel says, implying that their 
technology could well be a marketplace for orig-
inal versions as well.

And why could it not? As the music super-
visors look at the rest of the entertainment 
business with yearning eyes, any company that 
manages to put the sync industry in techno-
logical parallel with the rest, will gain their 
attention in a heartbeat. Fortunately, they might 
not have to wait long, as mVibe continues work 
with rigid determination to bring the future to 
the present. ■

David Abramovic is on the impossible mission to figure 
out where culture is headed. Get in touch:  
davabramovic@gmail.com

“When you’re putting 
out a major motion 
picture, you want to 
make sure you’re not 
going to get sued”.

“...We really provide 
opportunities for 
record labels to make a 
lot more money of their 
back catalogue when it 
comes to covers.”
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Right place, right time...

Máximo Aguirre
explains how Alvani Tunes navigates 
the rhythms of Latin America
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So far, they’ve synced music for HBO, Family Guy, 
Corona, Walmart, Jeep, and McDonalds. Film & TV 
Music Guide spoke with President Máximo Aguirre on 
tips for selecting the right Latin music to tell a story.

The first six months for Alvani Tunes have gone well.
Yes, but we had spent two years recording music 
before we launched and we are adding music every 
2-4 weeks. Our main strength is who is behind the 
library — the expertise of our team. Second is a 
commitment to excellent, authentic music produced 
at the country of origin. Third is having the right 
music to help tell stories. 

Latin music comes from dozens of countries, with 
regions or cities having very distinct styles and in-
strumentation. How does one know what to use?

We recently found music for a show about a racist 
American baseball player who gets sold to play on 
a team in Mexico — that’s a pretty funny situation! 
There are two main areas for baseball in Mexico, the 
Pacific and northern Mexico, and the music for each 
region is very distinct. When we asked which area 
the music should be from the first response was that 

Music Libraries

2nd Mountain Music
los Angeles, CA    
http://ww.2ndmountainmusic.com

2nd mountain music, a new initiative designed 
to deliver fresh opportunity to women com-
posers. An all-female music-for-media library, 
2nd mountain is entering the film and tv space 
with the express intention of reshaping the 
status quo.

2nd mountain was borne from a brainstorm-
ing power lunch between cassie lord, president 
of the highly respected music licensing/
publishing one-stop syncstories, and music 
licensing and clearance expert karen falzone of 
mostly music. Joined by syncstories ceo eric 
vazquez, the creation of 2nd mountain is a true 
group effort.

Cassie Lord
 Partner

(310) 452-2058
cassie@syncstories.com

Karen Falzone
 Partner

(818) 620-7787
karen@2ndmountainmusic.com

300 Monks LLC
114 garfield place #3r
Brooklyn, nY  11215-2044  
(347) 788-1175
http://300monks.com

since 2004, 300 monks has provided high 
quality soundtracks that sell your story. our 
ciients include leading filmmakers, ad agencies. 
marketers, animators and web designers all over 
the world.

Andrew Ingkavet
 executive Producer

(347) 788-1175

4 Elements Music
324 w. 43rd st #3A
new York, nY  10036-6420  
(212) 765-6230 (212) 765-5885
info@4elementsmusic.com
http://4elementsmusic.com

f t n 4 elements music is a hands-on 
independent music library nestled deep in mid-
town manhattan. we are a friendly crew of sonic 
nerds, working together to provide our clients 
from major networks to first-time filmmakers 
with excellent music.

we produce new music every week with our 
selective collective of award-winning compos-
ers and touring artists music that genuinely 
excites us and moves us forward in the endless 
quest to perfect our catalog. we are a different 
kind of music library enthusiastic about our work 
and dedicated to our clients, their projects, and 
the delicate art of merging sound and image. 
with our thoughtfully tagged exclusive library, 
personalized playlists and comprehensive 
custom writing services, we are ready to help 
you find inspired music for your project.

in August 2014, go rogue records, a wing 
to house independent music was launched. 
striving to merge an ear for current pop edge 
with an affinity for picture, go rogue records 
provides an open outlet for our composers’ 
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Launched in February,  
the Alvani Tunes Latin Music 

Library extends the well-
known Máximo Aguirre 
Music Publishing music 

catalog into a simple,  
one-stop solution for Latin 

music clearance.

MEXICO
MARIACHI
NORTEñO
GRUPERO
BANDA
CORRIDO
HUAPANGO
BOlERO

CENTRAL  
AMERICA
CUMBIA
PUNTA
CAlYPSO
REGGAE-RAP
REGGAETON

COLOMbIA
CUMBIA
VAllE NATO
SAlSA
URBANO

ECuAdOR
ANDEAN MUSIC
PASIllO
PASACAllE

PERu
VAlS
ANDEAN MUSIC
FESTEjO
MARINERA

CubA
BOlERO
SON
HABANERA
NUEVA TROVA
SAlSA
MAMBO
DANzON
RUMBA

bOLIvIA
ANDEAN MUSIC

ChILE
CUECA
CUMBIA

dOMINICAN REPubLIC
 BACHATA
MERENGUE

bRAZIL
SAMBA
BOSSA NOVA
BATUCADA
BRAzIlIAN POPUlAR MUSIC

PuERTO RICO
SAlSA
BOlERO
REGGAETON
BOMBA
PlENA
SEIS-AGUINAlDO

vENEZuELA
jOROPO
GAITA
AGUINAlDO
CAlIPSO

PARAguAy
POlkA PARAGUAYA
GUARANIA
VAlS

uRuguAy
TANGO
CANDOMBE
MIlONGA

ARgENTINA
TANGO
MIlONGA
CUMBIA VIllERA
CHACARERA

SPAIN
FlAMENCO
PASODOBlE
COPlA
zARzUElA

Popular music 
genres in Latin 
America & Spain

— Map includes the 
most popular genres.

— Central America 
includes: Guatemala, 
Honduras, El Salvador, 
Nicaragua, Costa Rica,  
and Panama.
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